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Certification Certification Certificación Certificaat Bescheinigung 

MODERN G45
18

0705

Catégorie Pays de destination Gaz Pression I3 B/P Pression I3 + Qn Qn

I3 B/P
AL,BA,BG,CY, DK, EE, FI,HR,HU,IS,LT,

LV,MK,NL,NO, RO, SE, SI, UA
G30 28-30 mbar 28-30 mbar 232.9 g/h 3.20 kW

I3 +
BE,CH,CY,CZ,ES,FR,GB,GR,IE,IT,PT,SI,

SK,TR,LU
G31 28-30 mbar 37 mbar 228.7 g/h 3.20 kW

MANUFACTURED BY : FORGE ADOUR IBERICA S.L

MODERN G60
18

0705

Catégorie Pays de destination Gaz Pression I3 B/P Pression I3 + Qn Qn

I3 B/P
AL,BA,BG,CY, DK, EE, FI,HR,HU,IS,LT,

LV,MK,NL,NO, RO, SE, SI, UA
G30 28-30 mbar 28-30 mbar 385.7 g/h 5.3 kW

I3 +
BE,CH,CY,CZ,ES,FR,GB,GR,IE,IT,PT,SI,

SK,TR,LU
G31 28-30 mbar 37 mbar 378.8 g/h 5.3 kW

MANUFACTURED BY : FORGE ADOUR IBERICA S.L

MODERN G75
18

0705

Catégorie Pays de destination Gaz Pression I3 B/P Pression I3 + Qn Qn

I3 B/P
AL,BA,BG,CY, DK, EE, FI,HR,HU,IS,LT,

LV,MK,NL,NO, RO, SE, SI, UA
G30 28-30 mbar 28-30 mbar 436.6 g/h 6.0 kW

I3 +
BE,CH,CY,CZ,ES,FR,GB,GR,IE,IT,PT,SI,

SK,TR,LU
G31 28-30 mbar 37 mbar 428.8 g/h 6.0 kW

MANUFACTURED BY : FORGE ADOUR IBERICA S.L

https://www.kipogeorgiki.gr/
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MODERN 45 60 75

 X 1 X 1 X 1

 X 1 X 1 X 1

x 1 X 1 X 1

X 1 X 1 X 1

X 1 X 1 X 1

X 4 X4 X 4

X 2 X 2 x 2

Contenu carton Carton content Contenido de la caja De inhoud van de doos Kaetoninhalt 

https://www.kipogeorgiki.gr/
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Montage Assembly Montaje Montage 

 X 1  N°4

Montageanleitung
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Montage Assembly Montaje Montage Montageanleitung
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Montage Assembly Montaje Montage MontageanleitungMontageanleitung
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EN

MODERN 45

MODERN 60

MODERN 75

Burner

Nominal 
Heat input

(kW)

Reduced 
Heat input 

(kW)

Butane / Propane
28/30 mbar - 37 mbar

Injector 
diameter 

(1/100 mm Ø)
Nominal Mass flow rate

(g/h)
Reduced Mass flow rate

(g/h)

One 3200 1700 92 G30: 232.9
G31: 228.7

G30 : 123.7
G31 : 121.5

Burner

Nominal 
Heat input

(kW)

Reduced 
Heat input 

(kW)

Butane / Propane
28/30 mbar - 37 mbar

Injector 
diameter 

(1/100 mm Ø)
Nominal Mass flow rate

(g/h)
Reduced Mass flow rate

(g/h)

Left & 
Right

5300 3400 85 x 2 G30: 385.7
G31: 378.8

G30 : 247.4
G31 : 243.0

Burner

Nominal 
Heat input

(kW)

Reduced 
Heat input 

(kW)

Butane / Propane
28/30 mbar - 37 mbar

Injector 
diameter 

(1/100 mm Ø)
Nominal Mass flow rate

(g/h)
Reduced Mass flow rate

(g/h)

Left & 
Central & 

Right

6600 4500 76 x 3
G30: 480.3
G31: 471.7

G30 : 327.5
G31 : 321.6

https://www.kipogeorgiki.gr/
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 To ensure safe use of your FORGE ADOUR 
plancha, it is essential to comply with the 
different rules for installation and use below:

•Remember to remove the protective
adhesive film from the stainless steel parts.

•Between use, be sure to close the gas bottle 
valve or the wall valve in the case of natural
gas supply.

•For use indoors, be sure to keep a distance
of 17 cm between your appliance and
the vertical partitions surrounding your
appliance (recess).

•Do not store or use flammable products or
vapours near the plancha.

•If there is a smell of gas, close the gas
bottle valve or the wall valve in the case of
natural gas supply.

•If the appliance is placed on a support
(table, etc.), it must imperatively be fitted
with its 4 legs.

•It is strictly prohibited to use your FORGE
ADOUR plancha on a unit with wheels when
used with natural gas.

•Your FORGE ADOUR plancha is not
connected to a combustion product discharge
system. It must be installed and connected
in accordance with the installation rules
in force. Particular attention shall be paid
to the applicable provisions regarding
ventilation. A 15 m3/h fresh air flow is to be
provided for the combustion air supply.

•Warning: some accessible parts may be
very hot. Keep young children away.

•Do not move the appliance while in
operation.

•Do not use an adjustable pressure relief
valve.

•Allow the plancha to cool before cleaning
the chassis and handling the grease tray.

•Make sure that the hose is not in contact
with the hot parts of the appliance.

•If your appliance is protected by a soft
cover, be sure to remove it completely before
using the plancha.

•If your plancha is equipped with a lid, make
sure that this lid is in the “OPEN” position
while heating and in use.

•For use without a FORGE ADOUR wheeled
unit or support: the gas bottle (13 kg) which
supplies the plancha must be placed 80 cm
away from the appliance.

•If the plancha is to be used on a wheeled
unit or support, it is essential to use a bottle
weighing 6 kg max.

•Warning: tightness is to be checked
outdoors, away from any source of ignition.

•Make sure that the control switches are in
the closed position. After opening the bottle
and resetting the pressure relief valve, check
that there are no bubbles on all fittings,
on the pressure relief valve and on the
appliance, using soapy water.

The presence of bubbles indicates a leak.

Close the gas bottle and tighten all the 
fittings.

Repeat the tightness test. If the leak comes 
from the appliance, do not use your plancha 
and contact the manufacturer or the retailer. 
Test the tightness every time the bottle is 
replaced.

Danger: never test the tightness of your 
appliance with a flame. Never use a leaking 
appliance.

Precautions for use

https://www.kipogeorgiki.gr/
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EN

Directions for use

Lighting and operation of the plancha.
Before lighting your plancha, check that all 
the conditions stated in the “PRECAUTIONS 
FOR USE” section are met.
• Check that the control switch is on the « 0

» position as shown (Fig.1). Open the gas
supply (bottle for butane/propane, wall
valve for natural gas).

 Rotate the control switch counterclockwise 
while holding it down on the ignition to 
generate the sparks required for lighting 
of the burners.

(Fig 2)

• Keep the control switch down for at
least 5 seconds afer lighting the burner.

• The device must not be operated for
more than 15 seconds. If the burner has
not lit, stop acting on the device, open
the enclosure door and / or wait at least
1 minute before any further attempts to
ignite the burner

Control switch

Control switch

•It is recommended to wear protective gloves
when handling particularly hot components.

•The parts protected by the manufacturer
must not be handled by the user. None of
the gas line components are to be modified
by the user. The gas containers that can be
used on this type of appliance range from
6 to 13 Kg (Dimension, height: 560 mm and
depth: 310 mm max., pressure relief valve
included).

•Comply with the use-by dates of your hose,
and replace it if need be. Test the tightness
every time the hose is replaced.Check the
position of the connecting hose to ensure
that it is not in contact with the hot parts of
the appliance.

•Be sure to replace the container away from
any source of ignition.

•Do not plug the vents and regularly check
that they are clean. If the venturis are
clogged, contact the manufacturer or your
retailer.

•The underside of the appliance must remain 
clear to allow for proper circulation of air to
the burner.

•Do not modify the appliance, contact the
manufacturer or your retailer.

•Before using your FORGE ADOUR plancha
after a period of storage and/or inactivity,
check it carefully in order to detect any gas
leak and/or clogging of the burners.

•Do not modify the appliance, contact the
manufacturer or your retailer.

•Before using your FORGE ADOUR plancha
after a period of storage and/or inactivity,
check it carefully in order to detect any gas
leak and/or clogging of the burners.

Precautions for use

https://www.kipogeorgiki.gr/
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Stop

High flame

Low flame - Lighting

Direction for use

Positions of the control switch

https://www.kipogeorgiki.gr/
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EN

Direction for use

Point to be checked in case of malfunction :

No inflow of gas :
1. Check that the gas supply is open (bottle or wall valve)
2. Check th contents of the gas bottle.
3. Check that the pressure relief valve has been properly primed (refer to the

instructions provided by the relief valve manufacturer).

The burner does nit light up :
1. Piezzo starter failure or cable disconnected.
2. Dirty burner or cloggerd injector.
3. Absence of gas or insifficient pressure.

The burner keeps going out :
1. Thermocouple failure or improperly positioned.
2. Unsuitable weather conditions.

No spark on lighting :
1. Check the polarity of the battery and the positioning of the spring. Replace

the battery.

If  your ignition system is not working : you can light your plancha by inserting a long 
through the gap between the plate and the housing on either side of your plancha. 
Contact the customer support department.
For optimal cooking, it is recommended to take the food out of the refrigerator one hour 
ahead of time, and to make sure that it is not wet.

https://www.kipogeorgiki.gr/
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Direction for maintenance

It is recommended to empty and clean the grease tray after each use. The grease tray is to 
be handked only when the plancha il cold.

HOT CLEANING : you have just finished cooking and your plancha is still hot : use this 
opportunity to clean it. Your cooking spatula and your stainless steel pad are idel tools to 
temove all residue. Pour some water directly onto the plate and srucb with your stainless 
steel pad to move the excess matter towards the grease receptacle. Use the spatula to 
handle the stainless steel pas to avoid getting burnt. Keep an eye on how full the grease tray 
is, to avoid any overflow. Your plate is coated with two layers of enamel, and is therefore 
fully compatible with using a stainless steel pad. You can repeat the operation as often as 
necessary. You can light your plancha again at any time if the cleaning is not completely 
effective.

COLD CLEANING : using a moist sponge, apply the cleaning stone directly onto the plate, in 
a circular motion, or use Plancha Net and allow it to sit. Rinse with a kitchen sponge. You 
can repeat the operation as often as necessary. Finish cleaning with your microfiber pad to 
buff up the shine on your plancha. If your plancha has not been used for a long time, it is 
recommended to store it in a dry, sheltered place. FORGE ADOUR markets a whole range of 
protective accessories, do not hesitate to ask your retailer for advice. 

https://www.kipogeorgiki.gr/
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EN

Standards 

The guarantee period extends over:
• 10 years for cooking plates and 

burners.
• 5 years for other componets.

This guarantee comes into effect on the 
date the product is purchased.
For customer support relating to the 
guarantee, you will be asked for the 
purchase invoice, and for the product 
reference and serial number (on the 
nameplate located on the appliance).
Tongs or a large spatula are recommented 
to take the food out of the refrigerator one 
hour ahead of time, and ti make sure that 
it is not wet.
For customer support relating to the 
product guarantee, you will be asked for 
the purchase invoice, and for the product 
reference and serial number (on the 
nameplate located on the appliance)
The guarantee shall not apply in the 
following cases :

• Malnufunction due to a
reason unrelated to the product (impact, 
lightning, flood, ect...)

• Use of the appliance that does
not comply with these introductions.

• Failure to comply with all
safety instructions.

• Use of the appliance for
purposes other than its intended use.

• Any modification made to
the appliance in a charge to the original 
characteristics.

• Any intervention performed
outside the network of our authorized 
retailers.

• Any appliance with its
information label missing.

• Any damafes to the product
dut to insufficient maintenance, or to a 
missing protection, or to a protection not 
suited to the product when not in use.

Guarantee

This appliance is certified according to EN 
498 & 30, it can be used indoors or outdoors.

This appliance must be installed in 
accordance with the regulations in force 
and used only in a well-ventilated area. 
Refer to the manual before installing and 
operating this unit.

Before installation ensure that the 
conditions for local distribution (gas type 
and gas pressure) and the setting of the 
appliance are compatible.

Extensive and prolonged use of the 
appliance may require additional aeration, 
for example by opening a window, or more 
effective aeration, for example by increasing 
the mechanical ventilation power if it exists.

. The recall of the gas to be used is indicated 
on the packaging and on the nameplate of 
the appliance. The unit has been factory 
set for use with 28-30 / 37 mbar butane / 
propane gas in bottle or natural gas G20, 
20mbar, G25, 25 mbar depending on your 
orde

https://www.kipogeorgiki.gr/
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